HOW TO CITE—APA STYLE EXAMPLES

What is a doi? Many online sources have a Digital Object Identifier and are on the database’s or website’s page—look for it!

WHEN DO YOU CITE?
Is it a quote? YES Is it a paraphrase or summary? YES Is it someone else’s idea? YES

HOW TO CITE BOOKS, APA STYLE

EXAMPLE, PRINT BOOK:

EXAMPLE, CHAPTER IN PRINT BOOK:

EXAMPLE, (ELECTRONIC) eBook with doi:

EXAMPLE, (ELECTRONIC) eBook without doi:

HOW TO CITE PRINT JOURNAL ARTICLE, APA STYLE

EXAMPLE

HOW TO CITE ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ARTICLE with doi, APA STYLE
Author1, A. A., Author2, B. B., & Author3, C. C. (Year). Title of article. Title of Periodical, volume number (issue number), pages. doi:xx.xxxxxxxxxx

EXAMPLE:

HOW TO CITE ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ARTICLE, without doi, APA STYLE

EXAMPLE:
HOW TO CITE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE, with doi, APA STYLE

HOW TO CITE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE, without doi, APA STYLE

HOW TO CITE MAGAZINE ARTICLE, with doi, APA STYLE

HOW TO CITE MAGAZINE ARTICLE, without doi, APA STYLE

HOW TO CITE ENTIRE WEBSITE, NO AUTHOR

HOW TO CITE ENTIRE WEBSITE, WITH AUTHOR

HOW TO CITE SINGLE WEB PAGE, NO AUTHOR

HOW TO CITE SINGLE WEB PAGE, WITH AUTHOR

HOW TO CITE VIDEO

HOW TO CITE SOUND RECORDING

HOW TO CITE PODCAST

HOW TO CITE INTERVIEW, CONDUCTED BY YOU
She indicated that it was more difficult to find a job there (J. Manterello, personal communication, June 2, 2009).